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The Empire and the Other:
Romans and Berbers

It is not the purpose of this book to give even an outline political
history of the seven centuries during which North Africa was
Roman: the theme of the Romans in North Africa has been well
covered elsewhere.l But we cannot fall into the other trap, that of
simply telling the story of the victims of Roman imperialism, as if
there were no other role for the Berbers to play. \ùíhat is interesting
about Ñorth Africa is that it gives a very vivid and full range of the
types of¡relationship possible between Rome and its subject peo-
ples in the early empire. On the one hand, Africa produced em-
perors, on the other, an ever-renewable crop of rebellious tribes,
whose religion and culture remained only partially influenced by
the hegemony of Rome. The possible relationships between Afri-
cans and Romans were numerous: we shall examine a few of them
here.

a

^. Co-option: Becoming a Rotnan

As with most of its empire, the policy of Rome appears to have
been to co-opt the tribal leaders, and through them to control the
tribes, thus maintaining, for a while at least, traditional forms of
domination. There appears to have been no lack of minor chiefs
willing to co-operate. The advantages were obviousz a þrinceþs
could obtain Roman citizenship and have his de facto power
transformed into a high-status, legitimate position.

We have some epigraphic traces of Numidian aristocrats turned
Roman citizens: in an inscription from a tombstone found near

2 umidians, of kingly. stock'.2 She was the wife of Quintus
fjrruntiur Mas[cel], whose cognomen betrays similar origins, but

we find a woman, called 'Plancina, first lady of the

Roman name shows that he was granted citizenship. From
is, in southern Tunisia, comes a second-century dedication to
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ius Memmius Pacatus, who 'stood out among his people'. The

lpr."tur is himself called 'Cinithius', demonstrates that he was one

of them, although the family went on to achieve senatorial rank.3

At the veteran colony of Sitifis founded at the end of the first

rhat this was erected by the tribe of the Cinithians, and that

cenrury Rp in eastern Mauretania, just south of the Kabylia moun-
rains, we find the inscription of a prin[ceps] gentis, probably of the
Musunian tribe.a His name, Flavius, indicates that he received
citizenship under the Flavians, and thus before the foundation
of the colony. Here, the tribal chief appears to have acted as

aí intermediary in the romanization and urbanization of his
followers.

The most striking example of Roman policy towards tribal
leaders comes from the town of Banasa, in Mauretania Tingitana.
Here a bronze tablet records two letters granting citizenship to the
Íamily of Julianus, of the Zegrensian tribe. The first, addressed
by the emperor Marcus Aurelius to the Roman governor of the
province in the middle of the second century, reads:

Ve have read the petition of Julian the Zegrensian which was
attached to your letter, and although Roman citizenship, except
when it has been called forth by a member of the chiefs family with
very great services in the tribe is not wont to be granted to those
tribesmen, nevertheless since you assert that he is one of the leading
men of his people and is very loyal in his readiness to be of help to
our affairs, and since we think that there are not many families
among the Zegrensians who can make equal boasts concerning
their services, whereas we wish that very many be impelled to
emulate Julian because of the honour conferred by us upon his
house, we do not hesitate to grant the citizenship, withoqt im-
pairment of the law of the tribe, to him himself, to his wife
Ziddina,likewise to his children Julian, Maximus, Maximinus,
Diogenianus.5

This splendid mixture of resigned distrust and practical politics
shows how the process of co-option was viewed by the Romans
themselves. Certainly it was advantageous for the family of Julian:
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were erected by indigenous landlords on what may formerly have

been tribal land.6 The relations of production probably continued
much as before: surplus produced by the tribe was now acquired

he was able to sell their crops, he could now participate fully in the
monetâry economy of the cities.

The culture of Roman Africa was overwhelmingly urban, and
if indigenous aristocrats became major landholders, it was in
the town that they spent their wealth.T Culturally, or at least
epigraphically and archaeologically, they became indistinguish-
able from any other Roman citizen. It is here that a major contra-
diction arises. It is very hard to tell in the case of a given individual
whether he had Punic, African or immigrant origins. In some cases
the name helps, but in the vast majority we simply do not know.
The successful African is perfectly camouflaged and only chance
remarks, such as that of Apuleius mentioned above or of the
schoolteacher from Cirta who declared his origins to 6e de san-
guine Mauro, from Moorish blood, help us to see that some of the
urban upper classes had Berber origins, but we are unable to
quantify them.8

torial rank by the second century. This Italian connection was
maintained and exploited by the branch of the family which
remained in Tripolitania. A Lucius Septimius Severus played a
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maior role in the elevation of Leptis to the rank of colony, serving
first as sufete and then, under the new romanized constitution, as

duumuir. His son, Septimius Geta, was a local notable who facili-
tated his grandson Severus' promotion to the senate and, in
eo193, to the purple. Romans sneered at his halting Latin and his

reliance on dreamstO (shades of the Augilae at their ancestors'
tombs) but his African origins showed best in the extraordinary
energy he devoted to the promotion of Africa's cities and the

expansion of its borders. Severus' reign is one of the high points of
Roman rule in Africa. By any measure - new buildings, new men

in the senate, pottery production, the expansion of the market in
African oil - it can be considered the African age of the empire.
This cannot in any way be construed as a form of reuanche; rather,
it is the end result of a process of co-option which had made

the governed equate their self-interests entirely with that of the
governors.

Berbers in the Amry

Just as the aristocracy were willing to co-operate with Rome if
they wer,e given the right sort of position in their cities and even-

tually in the empire as a whole, the creation of auxiliary units of
Numidian cavalry gave a new role to an important component in
African society, one which brought with it both status and a road
to Roman citizenship, for veterans of auxiliary ùnits had an auto-
matic right to citizenship. Further, service in the army could lead

to land grants on retirement or reasonably substantial retirement
bonuses. The auxiliaries thus in some respects served as schools of
Roman life and were probably an important resource for the
Berber communities. They maintained' however, an important
aspect of the indigenous culture: its involvement in fighting. The
státus of a knight in an auxiliary ala was not far distant from that
of the mountèd, bridleless warriors of the past' as a series of
decorated tombstones shows. A similar grafting of an indigenous
military culture on to an imperial army was found in this century
in India, when the Gurkha regiments were recruited from inde-
pendent states outside the frontier, and formed a source of income
ãnd prestige for their recruits - and, indirectly, for the independent
states themselves.

At the top of the military structure could be found some notable
individuals, such as Lusius Quietus, a 'Maurus' who came to
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nrorninence as head of a cavalry contingent, sacking cities in

Tra¡un't Parthian \ùüar. He ros.e to the ra_nk of consul, and was put

ii rtt^tg" of crushing the. revolt gf the Mesopotamian Jews,.a taskin charge of crushtng the revolt of the Mesopotamlan Jews' a task

*tti.tt he carried out with notable ferocity. Governor of Judaea in

Roman terms'
The Roman army was not composed solely of auxiliaries. Until

the third century the principal instrument of Roman control in
Afríca was the third Augustan legion, which manned the frontiers
berween Tripolitania and Numidia. It was, like all Roman legions,

, recruited entirely from Roman citizens, and in the first century was

in every sense a foreign body in Africa. However, in the course of
the second century, and particularly in the third, Africans were
recruited into the legion in large numbers: as their origins became

more local the soldiers, based in southern Numidia, identified
more directly with the civilian population. Officers would have

siblings in the local aristocracy, while soldiers came from success-

ful peasant families in the neighbourhood. The purchase of army
supplies would have had important economic effects on the areas

in which army camps \ryere founcl, not least the immission of a

substantial quantity of silver into the local economy.ll This
gradual urlion between the police and the policed is a curious but
undeniable phenomenon of Roman rule in North Africa. The very
fact that the whole vast Numidian frontier was controlled by a

single legion of (ideally) 5,000 men with perhaps as many auxilia-
ries gives us ample proof that the natives were not continually
restless. That the army was an instrument of social control is
obvious - and we shall see it in action further west - but it is also
clear that it contributed to the more general co-option of the local
population. Like city life, it gave another frame of reference to the
individual, outside his tribal or family loyalties.

Peasants and Property Relations

The Roman tendency to leave native customary property relations
relatively intact while using the cities as the principal means of
extracting taxes is particularly evident in North Africa. As we have
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seen, the Numidian kings received tribute from their subjects, and

within the old Carthaginian territory Masinissa founded large

private esrates. Other nobles probably had rights over the tribute
irom individual villages: it has recendy been shown that there is a

their relation to land ownership. Irrigated farming is regularly
associa-ted with individual private property, while pasture land
with itå vaguer boundaries may be more generally associated with
a clan or a çibe. '\üíe might thus expect a mixed structure' with a

complicated system of rights which could range from the private
ownership of a single tree to the tribal rights over winter pasture

in the desert.
Our knowledge of estates in Roman North Africa reflects both

aspects of these property relations, although the most detailed
.uidet c. comes from estates owned by the emperor rather than by

s were structurally similar to the
e imperial administration simPlY

.- S of extracting the peasant's sur-
plus. A series of inscriptions from the Medjerda valley in Tunisia
has done much to elucidate the nature of the imperial estates.ls In
a sense, they depict a pre-Roman, tributary situation to which a
new, Roman level of ádministration has been added. Individual
estates were let to a conductot, or head lessee, at a fixed rent for
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þscriptions as the lex Manciana. Uncultivated land could be
,iliiné¿ by any tenant willing to improve it by bringing it under

Ioltivation. Figs, olives and vines newly planted on this land
lould be rent free for a number of years while immature, after
i"tti.tr normal rents would prevail. The lex Hadriøna modified the

ührrit"nc., and by extending the rent-free period. Imperial procu-

laprs oversaw the functioning of these estates, mediating in dis-

,outes between the coloni and the conductores and generally

iooking after the interests of the owner.
The system is thus one in which tenants were encouraged to
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ure of these cultivations by making them alienable by sale or

invest in the development of the estate by the grant of property
rishts over the trees which they p riod
th-ey still had to pay a proportion The

maiketing of the crop was up to rent
was fixed and not dependent on the harvest. The peasants them-
selves would have sold any remaining surplus on the local periodic
market, where they would have bought anything they could not
produce themselves. As long as peasants were in short supply their
ionditions were thus not particularly arduous: they were free to
sell up and leave the estate, and could increase their capital with
time. The system, which seems to have been unique to Africa,
created an increasing surplus of olive oil, reflected in the wide
distribution of African oil amphorae, and a category of small

þossessores, whose own holdings linked them to the estates but
drew them away from any property which might have been held in
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common by a kinship group.
The history of settlement in various parts of North Africa seems

to demonstrate this gradual loosening of the strength of tribal
groups. This is a history which a number of recent archaeological
surveys is beginning to fill out. They show the gradual develop-
ment of peasant farming both in the areas settled from Punic times
and in the more marginal lands of the pre-desert, where intensive
labour on irrigation was required to make farming possible.

In Tripolitania, two major projects have given us a particularly
Clear image of settlement in the Roman period.16 Tripolitania
divides fairly neatly into three zones: the coastal plain, the Gebel'
or high plateau to the south whose scarce rainfall still allows some
cultivation, and the pre-desert to the south-east where agriculture
must be irrigated to be viable. Close to the coast, finds of numer-
ous olive farms show the basis of the wealth of the aristocracies of
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Here a number of castlelike buildings with numerous rooms and
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large courtyards are flanked by smaller buildings, huts, and enclo-large courtyards are flanked by smaller bulldlngs, huts, ano enclo-

surãs for stôck.2r The.major families erected elaborate mausoleums

for.themselves, decorated with vivid scenes of ploughing (with

camels and oxen), threshing and winnowing, lion, hare and chee-

tah hunts, ostriches, camels and caravans, horsemenr_executions

and battlés. An inscription which mentions the sacrifice oÍ frfty-

one bulls and thirty-eight goats (all male) indicates the importance

of pastoralism in iheii .còttomy. They probably enioyed a latge

deg'ree of autonomy, and their inscript!õ,ns proclaim a command

ofiatin rathef different from the rest of the area, where neo-Punic

is the dominant epigraphic language.22 In all the rural areas,

however, the people recorded bear Libyan names.

A survey nèar Thelepte, in southern Tunisia, shows a more

gradual dévelopment oi settlement patterns in the area'23 An

ã.orrorrry with ä maior component of pastoral nomadism in the

I\rit\
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Fig,re 2.1 Third-century farming settlement with 'big house' frorn the
Libyan desert
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period before Roman rule seems to have given way to settled
agricultu¡e in the course'of the first century AD.The first settle-
ments, near the Roman colonies of Cillium and Thelepte, were
fairly large agglomerations, and it was not until the third and
fourth centuries that scattered villas, farms and hamlets started to
emerge - perhaps signs that the peasants were moving towards a
more individual cultivation of the land. The farms had olive
presses, enclosures for animals and field systems, suggesting a
relative balance be¡ween the cultivation of grain and olives and
stock raising.2a

To the west, in Mauretania Sitifensis, settlement patterns were
_radically different. 'We have no trace of the sort of hierarchies
visible in Tripolitania and Africa Proconsularis. The amount of
land occupied by imperial estates increased, but the form of its
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exploitation appears to have been different. Here, the peasants

*.r. gtouped in large castella under the direct control of an

imperial procurator who managed the estates: we do not have any

evidence as to whether they were sharecroppers or some other
form of labourers. The principal crop was wheat, and we can see

no signs of the development of arboriculture so obvious in Africa
and Numidia.25

The territory of Cherchel -Juba II's capital of Iol Caesarea - has

also been intensively surveyed.26 What emerges is a fascinating

mosaic of settlement types. Both on the coast and in the richer
mountain valleys are found farms and villas whose construction
and oil presses relate them to the urban economy. On the worst
lands, villages which may or may not have been composed of
tenants huddle over poor fields and upland pastures. These

evidently played little role in the urban, market economy, and

produced almoit exclusively for their own subsistence.2T This

was probably the pattern further west, where urban centres

became fewer and the areas under direct Roman control more

limited.
Finally, we know something of the rural settlement in

Mauretania Tingitana, thanks to the work of R. Rebuffat.2s The

province as a whole was thinly settled, with few cities and large

ion.r of mountain and forest. In the valley of the Oued Sebou, east

of the inland town of Banasa, rural settlement wâs aheady devel-

oping in the first century nc, during the time of Juba II. Occu-

pãtion of small farms, with little settlement hierarchy, grew

ihrough the second century eo, but appears to have stagnated in

the third century. In the late empire, although direct Roman

control was withdrawn as early as no280, the cities were evidently
still occupied. However, identifiable pottery is no longer found on

rùral sitei, which points to a growing isolation from the market if
not to an actual desertion of the countryside.

There is thus a fair amount of variation both in settlement and

in modes of production, although most of the farmers probably
participated in the market to some extent, as finds of pottery and

metalwork show. The free peasant is perhaps the rarest category,

found outside the areas occupied by cities and imperial estates,

near the frontiers and in the mountain valleys. Most other
farmers were tenants, either individual or collective, and their
surplus production was probably extracted in kind, although local

periodic markets would have provided some entry into the mon-
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I was born into a poor family; my father had neither income nor
house. From my birth I have always cultivated my field: neither I
nor my land ever rested. As the season ripened the crop I was the

first to cut my sheaves. When groups of harvesters gathered in the
6elds of Cirta in Numidia, or near the mountain of Jupiter, then I
was the first in the field; then, leaving my country I harvested for
others for twelve years, under the burning sun; for eleven years I led
a gang of harvesters, cutting with our sickles the wheat in the fields
oiNumidia. By working, and by knowing how to be content with
little, I became the owner of a villa and master of an estate; the
house lacks for nothing in riches. I have even achieved honours: I
was called to the senate of my city, and from peasant I became
censor. I have seen my children and grandchildren born and grow
up.My life has passed in honour, unblemished by any crime. Learn,
mortals, to live a blameless life, for even thus a man deserves to die
who has lived without treachery.2e

Tribes and the Unregenerate

The first three categories of Roman African - aristocrats, cavalry
and soldiers, and peasants - all had some sort of positive induce-
ment to co-operate with the new order. They did this, it seems,
almost individually: by becoming a knight in a Roman auxiliary
force the new military loyalty took the place of the old tribal
affiliation. Peasants appear to have identified with their village or
estate, but the more successful they were the farther they moved
from the tribal context. This is evident in the names they gave their
children: in the second and third centuries no, Berber names are
recorded almost exclusively in the lowest (recording) classes, and
then are more common for women than for men. But all our
evidence suggests that many tribes persisted through the empire,
and indeed that tribal structures emerged in the fourth century just
as strong as before. The Roman treatment of the tribes thus
deserves close examination.30
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In Africa, as in other frontier provinces, the conquest of terri-

tory was succeeded by a period_in which its tribal occupants were

."r,tonn.d into limited iribal lands, and occasionally split into

small sub-sections so as to prevent future collusion and revolt. our
evidence for this process iõ derived from the boundary stones set

moment a Particular tribe was

ert of southern Tunisia the tribe

'il:il::îilÏ::+ff;ii:
lted a portion of what had been

their territory in the pre-Roman period. How far wâs the delimi-

;;il" of a tribal t..rrtory in a paiticular area a recognition of the

,rirut quo - that is, an attempt to- order an existing situation

rather th"r, " 
radical displacement of a tribal group?

The case of the NYbgenii is f
reserve took place in the context
whole of southern Tunisia.3l Th
described as the definition of se

p"ipot.t of determining ownership. and consequently taxation'

Ñot' o.'ly were rhe Ny b gãn ii' 
".' ".0î1 å",f lij:.;¡;iJi:i:i:ïi

iof the emperor. Now, the Par-
the same footing as the two
a similar status: theY were recog-

constituted a legal entity' Their
oasis of Telmin, the Ciuitas

wn in the third century, Turris
NYbgenorurn was constructing a

a municiPium bY Hadrian' This

raoid development seems to suggest another instance of co-option'
.;;i';a;i"ä*¿""f but of a õ-hol. tribal group. The removal of

,fr. iriU"f name from the settlement - mirrored at Thubursicu

ñu-id"."-, which became plain Thubursicu by the third.century

- suggests ttrat the tribal association was not felt appropriate to a

new Roman municiPium.
ifr. case of the Musulamians is somewhat different.32 The

limitatio of their territory occurred at a time when large estates

under pr eady established in the area' It is

possibie ivisions were esrablished aÍær a

ieries of chment of these estates' legitimiz-

ing the expropriations which had already taken place but limiting
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future ones. In the centre of their territory lies their old capital of
Theveste, now a newly refounded veteran colony. What was the

relationship between the new colony and the tribe? And who
administered their territory? The answers to these questions re-

main entirely obscure, although since auxiliary troops were al-

ready being raised from the tribe during this period a certain
number of Musulamians must have become eligible for citizen-
ship. Again, as members of the tribe were brought into the market
economy we can probably see the slow substitution of economic
relations for those based, even ideally, on kinship.

Evidence for administrative structures of the Berber tribes and
villages comes from a number of inscriptions from the area of the
old kingdom of Masinissa. This is the institution of the
undecemprimi, or council of notables, which we find in the Gens
Søboidurn, the Gens Bøcchuiana, at Mactar and a number of
smaller towns. Sometimes they were simply referred to as

primores, as at Sicca, while at the castellum of 'fituli a dedication
to Neptune was put up by the elders, or seniores, together with the
plebs and magister, suggesting a community with a council of
elders headed by an (elected?) chief: as we shall see, this is a

pattern frequently found in modern Berber villages.33 The major
difference between this and the modern form, however, is that
beside the seniores we continue to find traces of hereditary kings,
for example the 'rex gentis Ucutamani' who is known from the
little Kabylia - the first trace of a tribe, the Kutãma, which would
one day sweep the Fatimid dynasty to power.3a

Elsewhere, particularly in Numidia and the Kabylia mountains,
the situation appears to have been quite different. There, far from
being given autonomous status, the tribes were governed by a
Roman prefect, probably a young soldier establishing himself as
an administrator. Such was Lucius Calpurnius Fabatus, prefect of
the 'six nations of Gaetuli found in Numidia' at the time of
Trajan,3s or the man who was both prefect of a cavalry ala and
of the gens Mazic¿s in the valley of the Chelif.36 These prefects
certainly had some hand in recruiting auxiliaries, but whether they
had direct administrative responsibilities over the tribes is open to
doubt. When a tribe was deemed civilized, which we can see
expressed by the transformation of its status to ciuitas, its admin-
istration was certainly left to its own members - the principes,
which have been discussed above, or magistri. By the late empire
many of the tribes were still run by prefects, although these were
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no longer foreign but came from the tribes themselves. In a letter
of St Augustine we read that some of the tribes 'are attached to the
Roman territories without their own kings but, at their heads,
prefects chosen by the Roman empire'. Inscriptions from the third
and fourth century give the names of various of these - M.
Aurelius Masaisilen; Aurelius Urbanus Mastlius, or Gerrasu - and
there is no doubt of their cultural affiliation.37 They had them-
selves represented on their tombstones, mounted, carrying spears
and shields, and sometimes followed by other horsemen. The most
famous such stele is that of Abizar. His name is written in the
Libyan alphabet next to his upraised right hand, which holds a
spherical object. In his left hand he holds a round shield and three

iavelins, while in front of the horse runs alarge bird - probably an
ostrich which he is hunting. The carving is primitive, but the
iconography combines that of the late Roman noble, represented
on horseback while hunting, with one of the symbols of African

The Empire and the Other

symbolic means of codifying these relationships. A series of eleven

iltars and inscriptions dating between c.ro1,70 and no280 record
¡þ'colloquia'and peace treaties between the Roman governors of
Mauretania Tingitana and the tribe of the Baquates.3e It is clear

, from these that the Baquates were autonomous, although they
may have been used as intermediaries to control their neighbours.

The leaders of these 'client tribes' might be granted the insignia
which we first saw given to Syphax and Masinissa: sceptres, cor-
onets and robes.aO The tribal leaders were referred to as principes,
and Rome was prepared to treat them as 'equals' by entering into
$eaty relationships with them - the Baquates are referred to as a
'confederate tribe' (gens foederata) - and recognizing their noble
status. This symbolic codification of the 'client king' relationship
became increasingly important to tribal society. In eo533, after
the Byzantine reconquest, we find a local chief requesting the
'client king' set of honours so that he would be accepted by his
own subjecfs. Procopius says 'according to Moorish custom, no
one can rule even if he is the enemy of the Romans before the
Romans give him the symbols of government. Now, they had
already received these from the Vandals, but did not consider their
power sure.' The honours consisted of 'a silver-gilt staff, a silver
headdress like a sort of crown made of silvei bands, a white

The Empire and the Other

Figure 2.2 Stele of Abizar, from Kabylia
(From P.-A. Féurier, 'L'art funéraire et les images des chefs indigènes
dans la Kabylie antique', Actes du premier congrès d'études des cul$res
Méditerranéennes d'influence arabo-berbère, Mølta, L972, pp. 1 5 2-7 4)
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poïver.' 
Tribes outside the frontier were carefully watched, and much of

the activity of the soldiers on the frontiers seems to have consisted

of this kind of surveillance. 
'We have evidence of it from a series of

ostraka, or sherds on which notes were taken, from the fort of
Gholaia in the Libyan desert.aT One sherd reports the entry (into

Roman territory) of .Garamantes bearingbarley, four mules and
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Plate 2.7 Chieftain ftom Tomb N at Ghirza
(From O. Broþan and D. Smith, Ghirza: A Libyan Settlement in

Roman Period, TriPoli' 1984)

Figure 2.3 The sanctuary of Gurzil at Gbirza
(From O. Brogøn and D. Smith, Ghirza: A Libyan Settlement in the

Roman Period, Tripoli, 1984)

four asses'; another of 'Garamantes leading four asses'. One of the
functions of the frontier zone, or limes, with its long walls, ditches,
and small signal stations in front of it, was apparently to act as a
semi-permeable membrane for the tribes who nomadized in and
out of Roman territory.a8

Cycles of Aggression

Of course, not all relationships with the peripheral tribes rvvere so
well ordered. From the second century onwards, Mauretania,
Southern Numidia and then Tripolitania were shaken by revolts
and external raiding parties which required a military response.

the
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These aÍe) 
^t 

last, relations.of .pure antagonism. How did they
arise? The answers are complex but closely tied to responses to the
overt behaviour of the Romans. To the expansion and consoli-
dation of the frontiers under Hadrian can be added a tendency to
expansion on the part of the cities themselves. From the Algerian
coast comes an inscription defining the territory of the town of
Igilgili, and warning the tribe of the Zimizes that 'they no longer
have the right to use these lands'.ae In eol12,before they were
brought into a more stable relationship with Rome, the Baquates
raided the coastal town of Cartenna - possibly, as Benabou sug-
gests, in reaction to a move towards their own territory.so Another
cause of tribal resentment in those areas outside the effective
control of the empire was almost certainly slaving. A customs
tariff from the south-eastern borders of Mauretania mentions ¿

tax on slaves, which suggests they were being brought up from the
south.51 A geography called the Expositio Totius Mundus et
Gentium names slaves as the principal export of Mauretania,
while among the newly discovered letters of St Augustine we find
one in which he complains bitterly that 'Those commonly called
slave-merchants are so numerous in Africa that they empty a large
part of the countryside of its population, and export to provinces
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so. In periods of unrest, or of temporary military weakness on the

oart of Rome, the prizes were evidently tempting.
' M"ut.trnia Tingitana wâs probably the most unstable of all the

African provinces, but we know little about the actual events

which led the Romans to give it up as early as the reign of
Diocletian. At the end of the second century we can see a general
sffengthening of the frontiers. In Numidia the frontiers were
sffengthened under Septimius Severus, and a line of forts thrust
down into the Saharan Atlas, an area which was probably fairly
densely populated. At the same time we have references to Severus'
victory over rwarlike and ferocious tribes' near Leptis Magna, in
Tripolitania,s3 and the great oasis forts, Gholaia (Bu Ngem),
Gheriat el Garbia and possibly Ghadames constructed at the be-
ginning of the third century were probably a reaction to this
menace.sa

By the middle of the third century Mauretania Caesariensis was
the centre of a full-scale war against a confederation led by the
tribe of the Bavares, who apparently lived both in the mountains
within the Roman province and to the south-west of the Hodna
basin.ss Significantly, our first sign of unrest is a letter of eo253
from St Cyprian deploring the kidnapping of Christians by bar-
barians. A series of skirmishes and Roman victories occupied the
next few years, until in 259 the four 'kings' of the Bavares were
joined by the five tribes of the Quinquegentanei and the tribe of
Faraxen, the'gentiles Fraxinenses'. Although the revolt was put
down by 263, it had flared up again by the end of the cenrury.
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Figure 2.4 Late Roman estates: tbe castellum of Kaoua
(From S. Gsel/, Monuments antiques de I'Algérie, Paris, 1901., uol. t)
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These cycles of violence with the tribes on the frontiers were a

problem never effectivelY reso

with ever-increasing ferocitY
conditions of increasing insecuri
taining the glamour of the warrir
proviñces *hich were most heavily Romanized.

The Late Empire ønd the Rebirth of Berber Kingdoms

Anyone familiar with the archaeology of North Africa associates

the fourth century with a period of astonishing material brilliance,

rivalled only by'the Severan period.56 But there is a difference¡

while at rh; beginning of the third century an extraordina¡y

amount of money was put into public building, in the fourth the

most striking monumeñts are private houses, whose huge.recep'

tion rooms õere decorated with splendid mosaics. As elsewhere in

empfte, wealth was becoming ever more concentrated in the

Án 
"Í ^ 

few, but those few were very wealthy indeed. In a town
,'lias Diemila, Roman Cuicul, south of little Kabylia, just four

Âua- grr^t houses seem to have been the homes of the major

,ili., of the period.s7 All were of course landlords, with estates

*tti.tt the peasants were ever more closely tied. The class of
all decurions had not disappeared altogether, however, and

ne social mobility was still possible. The most obvious example
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^'f-rttir 
is St Augustine, himself the son of a minor decurion in a

Jmallprovincial town: his mother's name, Monica, is Berber, and

rogg.rrt that she came of African stock.58'-ïttr- 
conditions of the rural population were probably signifi-

Plate 2.2 The noble estate: mosaic from an estdte ne*r Carthage
(Photo: D. Kennet; Museum of Cartbage)

oied in the fifth and sixth centuries, while in central Tunisia a
,utu.y has shown continuous renewal of rural property into the

fifth century.60 But these surveys can tell us nothing about the

relationships of power, and it is doubtful that all the farmers were
independent. It is probable that with the increase in population
pressure the landlords or lessees could effectively call the tune, and
while the 'customary laws about the planting of new trees on
uncultivated land still existed, peasants had in fact fewer oppor-
tunities to improve their lot.61

The growth in the personal power of the landlords was not
restricted to the urbanized part of the population. In mountains
such as those of Kabylia the sort of dominance we can see on
'ur.ban',senatorial estates took on a more traditional face. One of
the most significant tribal disturbances in the fourth century
centred around the family of a Mauretanian þrinceps, Flavius
Nubel. 'We know of him both from the history of Ammianus
Marcellinus, as a 'little king most powerful among the M<¡orish
tribes' and, from an inscription, as the builder of a church near
Rusguniae in which was placed a supposed fragment of the true
cross.62 The inscription describes him as son of a man with eques-
trian rank and as the prefect of a cavalry unit - again, the cavalry
provides a link between the native aristocracy and the Roman
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state. He had both a wife, Nonnica, and concubines, an arrange-
ment that can be seen as a Christianized version of polygamy. By
these he had a number of children whose names indicate the
cultural ambivalence - if not the conscious strategy - of a family
with one foot in the Roman camp and the other planted firmly in
tribal society. One was called Gildo, clearly derived from the
Libyan root GLD which, we have seen, means ruler. The names of
the other sons included the Latin Firmus and Dius, the Berber
Mascazel and Sammac, while the only daughter we know of bears
the Greek name Cyria.

The material wealth of Nubel's children was matched by a great
fluency in Roman culture. At some time before no371, Sammac
erected a metric inscription at his estâte, Petra, in which the first
and last letters of each line, read vertically, give the acrostic
'Praedium Sammacis' (Sammac's estate): Ammianus describes
the estate as 'built like a city', and the cultural reference of the
inscription is urban as well:

With prudence he establishes a stronghold of eternal peace, and
with faith he guards everywhere the Roman state, making strong
the mouhtain by the river with fortifications, and this stronghold he
calls by the name of Petra. At last the tribes of the region, eager to
put down'war, have joined as your allies, Sammac, so that strength
united with faith in all duties shall always be joined to Romulus'
triumphs.63

Sammac thus claims to have made the neighbouring tribes lay
down their arms and make peace with Rome. He is a mediator
between the two elements in the society, and boasts of it. There is
also a qûore menacing subtext: the tribes are Sammac's allies, not
Rome's, and will do his bidding.
.'The beginning of Firmus' revolt was not unlike that of

Jugurtha's: accused of murdering his brother Sammac, who was
supported by the Roman authorities, he found himself forced to
take up arms against them. With him fought all his other brothers
with the exception of Gildo, who took the Roman side.

Now, a recent analysis of this war has made it very clear that
this was no more a class struggle than was the war against
Jugurtha.6a Nor is it a case of Berber versus Roman. Rather, the
war against Firmus was a dynastic struggle pitching one lot of
African nobles, with their tribes, against another. But the existence
of unquestioningly loyal tribesmen on the great estates of these
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Figure 2.5 Late Roman estates: the uilla at Nador
(From Anselmino et a/., Il Castellum di Nador, Rome, 19g9)
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Pløte 2.3 A Roman perfume flask showing a Garamantian captiue: the

Iines on his cheeks probably represent ritual scars
(Photo: S. Fontana)

best of both worlds.
Firmus' brother Gildo, who revolted in 396, was even more

long survive his defection, and the manner of his defeat was

:opriate: iust as Gildo had been used against Firmus thirty

, he was a member of its inner circle. However, he did

bef.ore, so he was himself defeated by one of his brothers,

ih. t*o parallel stories of Nubel's heirs bring us back to a

eme discussed in the first chapter: the undoubted effect of the
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zel.

of a tradition of primogeniture. Just as the succession to
iosa was disputed because of the lack of a clear successor, so

,å1" r.t...ttion split his power and estates among his progeny,
r one of which seems to have become chief of a separate tribal

li t rritoti"l grouping: Mascazel of the Tyndenses, Dius of the

Masinissenses and so on.66 This continual fracturing of po\Ã/er

between generations seems to have been one of the factors that
òrevented the formation of major blocs under dynastic control.

ans and anthropologists have spent much time on the deter-

constraints on the transmission of personal power have been
of the balanced anarchy of the mountain tribes, but

segmentary institutions of the underlying structure as the diffi-
ty of passing on accumulated power to his heirs that thwarted
¡ possibility of the consolidation of Nubel's kingdom in

very little consideration. It was not so much the 'democratic'
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bylia.
Archaeologically, wè know little of this society. Survey in the

a has revealed fortified struetures in the mountains, with

umerous inscriptions refer to the construction of 'centenariø'.
iated'hamlets, which appear to date to the fifth century.6T

the builders of fortified farmhouses, such as that of Marcus
Caecilius Bumupal in Tripolitania or of Marcus Aurelius

term originally referred to small forts, but it was taken over by

isilen in Kabylia, with an associated village and church. In
Wadi Sofeggin, in Tripolitania, Flavius Nasama and his son,

inus, built a centenariutlt to guard and protect all the re-
.68 The grandest of them all was Kaoua6e in Mauretania, with

Greek cross plan surrounded by nvo circular walls (figure 2.4).
the door were found a series of low reliefs: a man with a
, a gazelle and a chi-rho, as well as an inscription reading

Contemporary with these emerging castles, howevêr, were
IN DEO FERINI AMEN:

villas, which we find depicted on mosaics such as the
series showing the estate of Lord Julius. One of these
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found in the last century at Oued Athmenia, west of Cirta, had ¡
huge peristyle court for its stables of thoroughbreds, and ex.

tremely elaborate baths. Now, these societies were certainly
interliáked, and it is probable that the senatorial proprietor of ¿¡
'urban'villa would have had clients in the more tribal areas whose

strongholds would have presented an altogether more_ uncouth

"rp..i, 
but whose o*tt pìasants could be transformed into ¿¡

effective fighting unit. The Numidian cavalry was still a weapon to
be reckoned wiih, but it was increasingly found in private hands.

Tbe Threat frotn the Desert
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Another sort of tribal conflict occurred in Tripolitania at this time;
it can be seen as a worsening of the sort of external tribal wars we

saw earlier. This was the destruction of Leptis Magna at the hands

of a tribe called the Austuriani, recorded by the historian
Ammianus Marcellinus.T0 An important recent study of this tribe
suggests that, along with the Leuathae, the Austuriani derived

from the fribe of the Nasamones, recorded as early as Herodotus
as nomadizing between the Syrtis and the oasis of Augila.7l One of
their number, who had attempted to raise the settled peoples

inside the Roman province against the cities, was burnt at the

stake by the authorities. The first raid occurred in no363. On the

refusal of the Count of Africa, Romanus, to counterattack unless

supplied with 4,000 camels, the raids were repeated-until the

de-feat of the Austuriani in no367 - although since their raids

continued during the next forty years the defeat cannot have been

definitlve.72 This, then, is an example of an attack on the province

by a Berber tribe living outside it, but with close contact with other
hrber tribes such as the Maces who lived within Roman territory

by Africa under Vandal rule.73 It is not until the Byzantine

uest over one hundred years later that we get a detailed

rË of the situation in North Africa, and it is clear from
roius that by then much of the periphery - the Aures, the

iä. rnort of Tripolitania and all of Mauretania west of

Vhat thes. tribal kingdoms consisted of is very unclear. In
ioolitania,the Leuathae had probably moved from their original
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- was in the hands of tribal chiefs.Ta

r - perhaps the oasis of Augila - to take control over most of
GeËel, with their capital at the religious centre of Ghirza.Ts

tv 
^Dpeal 

at the head of a vast coalition of tribes arrayed

i'nrt?tr. Byzantines in revenge for the murder of seventy-nine of

îf.tt" tribes possessed camels the presence of numerous.cows in
irleaderc.76 They were certainly pastoralists, but although some

their herds stheir herds suggests that they were not tutly nomadlc. lt rc ln lact

lá, 
^.ote- 

likely that they comprised..both,transhuman,t ."îjjþ.
remains of the sedentary communities of the pre-desert.77 The

successful war carried out by the Byzantine gençral John Troglyta
, -r ' -- -l:^: -,- t^ --:--:Jl-- l--:-,^) L-- -L^t this coalition is vividly depicted by the contemporary poet

ts that they were not fully nomadic. It is in fact

shãd back to the Syrtis, and the temple at Ghirza was destroyed
the middle of the century.

inthe Johannidos: defeated, the Leuathae were probably

77

In Mauretania the situation was more complex. Traditionally, it
has been assumed that the area outside Vandal control was div-
ided up into a number of small states, each with its own leader.78

However, an inscription found at Altava, in western Mauretania,
far outside Vandal or Roman control, referred to a 'king of the
Moors and the Romans' in eo508, while in the Aures another king
'never broke faith with the Romans'.7e The theme is familiar:
powerful, independent nobles who assume the recognition of the
Roman state and may, according to circumstances, ally with it, or
take on the role of mediator between it and the tribes. These
monarchies are often said to be 'shadowy' or 'ephemeral', but this
must be because we have no historical accounts of them, nothing
to throw light on them. For all we know, they may have had
effective control over large numbers of people. This, indeed, is the
theory of Camps, who believes that Mauretania was ruled by a
stable dynasty.sO The inscription of Altava does indeed mention

Desert Kingdoms
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L,,-. .:î 'oT

Figure 2.6 Diedar A, plan (after Khadra)
(From R. Horn and C. Rüger, Die Numider: Reiter und Könige nördlich

der Sahara, Bonn,1979)

carried the provincial year - or the number of years since the
, foundation of the Roman province: there is thus no doubt that the

rulers of Mauretania believed themselves to be simply continuing
the administration of the province, now independent of Roman
rule. The cemetery - and the dynasty? - continued in use for at

least a century, as radiocarbon dates taken from another Djedar
show.

We have no evidence for the origins of this group, but the type
of tomb seems to derive from those known from Saharan prehis-
tory, and it is not impossible that there was at this time a north-
ward movement of the Saharan tribes and their establishment in
the Aures and the Hodna.
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î , ,li 'î'
Figure 2.7 A comparison of tbe profiles of the Mausoleum at Tiplsl,

the Medracen and Diedar A
(From R. Horn and C. Rilger, Die Numider: Reiter und Könige nördlich

der Sahara, Bonn,7979)
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Byzantine Rule and the End of the Africøn City

Although after the Byzantine reconquest in no530 order was
progressively restored, one fundamental aspect of the relationship
between the African nobles and the empire had changed, and this
was the possibility of absorbing them or, indeed, of treating them
on any other terms but as enemies or equals. For one thing, the
language of government wâs now the alien Greek of the Byzantine
etnpire: they were now no longer bilingual in the hegemonic
language. Moreover, the symbolic value of the city haci faded - or,-
indeed, had taken on a different sense. Thus Timgad was de-
stroyed (or at least partially so) by tribes from the Aures 'so that
the Romans would have no excuse for coming near us again'.83
There has been much discussion of the continuity of African cities



in the sixth and seventh centuries, discussion which tends to lay ¿

somewhat excessive weight on the presence or absence of a sherd,
or of a bishop at a church council.sa There is little doubt that
occupation continued in some form on most urban sites. Even in
the far west, at Volubilis, where Roman officials hadn't been seen
since the end of the third century, we can find Latin inscriptions
and new city walls in the sixth century.ss But what form did the
occupation of these cities take? The African city, which by the
fourth century had become the residence of a few major land-
owners and a remnant of the decurion class, no longer showed any
evidence whatsoever for an urban aristocracy. The major monu-
ments in any townscape were the Byzantine fort, built in general
out of the ruins of the forum, and one or more fourth- or fifth-
century basilicas. Only at Carthage do we have evidence for new
building and a resident aristocracy, but even there quarters which
were fully urbín as late as the hfth century *.rè occupied by
rubbish and huts in the seventh.s6 Elsewhere, inertia and a wealth
of building material maintained some population in the old towns,
but by any definition they had become villages, with parish
churches, a small garrison, the occasional tax or rent collector, but
without a local hierarchy, a network of services or an administrat-
ive structqre. At this point the kinship and tribal structures which
had ceased to be a primary source of reference during the Roman
empire, and had re-emerged as the power bases of the elite in the
late empire, became the dominant form of identification wherever
one lived. As general insecurity drove the scattered farms from the
landscape, the rural population found shelter under the wing of
the local chiefs or their 'urban' counterpart, the Byzantine forts.
tVith the replacement of the state by the personal power of chiefs
- inclirding, of course, chiefs who were symbolically invested by

.the state - and the concentration of all settlement inside walls, the
encastellation of North Africa was complete.
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The Unification of l,trorth Africa

'The Berbers in Arabic literature, to quote the title of Harry
Norris's book,1 is almost the only way in which we see the great
majority of North Africans, apart from their material remains,
from the tirne of the Arab conquests in the seventh and eighth
centuries down to the beginning of modern times. Arabic effort-
lessly replaced Latin and Greek as the language of civilization
from Tripoli to Tangiers, imposing upon the native inhabitants yet
another frame of mind and expression. Arabic literature on the
subject of the Berbers was nevertheless far more substantial
than that of either Latin or Greek, and culminated in the late
fourteenth century in a work which'has already been quoted on
the subject of Berber origins, the Kitab al-'lbar or 'Universal
History' of Ibn Khaldün.2 This vast compendium of information
on the races of mankind began as a treatise on the Berbers, who
continue to fill most of the last two volumes, in second place only
to the Arabs.3 They do so through the great dynasties to which
they gave rise in the Middle Ages - the Almoravids, the Almohads,
the Hafçids, the Ziyanids and the Marinids, at whose court lbn
Khald¡n began his career. He himself came from an old Arab
family of Seville, but his patronage by the Berber rulers of Fes
induced him to take up the traditional therne of the mafakhir al-
Barbar, 'the boasts of the Berbers', and turn it over the years into
the inspiration of one of the great books of all time. The despised '
natives of the Muslim West thus found their supreme literary
monument in the language of their conquerors seven hundred
years earlier.

3

by Islam


